Quantum Dynamics Calculations of Na (32S, 32P) + HF → NaF + H Reactions.
The dynamics of the reactive scatterings of the ground (Na(3S)) and first excited (Na(3P)) state sodium atoms from hydrogen fluoride (HF) molecules is investigated by performing comprehensive Coriolis-coupled quantum wave packet calculations on the recent ab initio potential energy surface (PES). In the Na(3S) + HF reaction, the nonadiabatic effect is found to be negligibly small, and the reactivity is significantly promoted by the initial vibrational excitations being in line with the available experimental result. Excellent quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is also achieved for the initial state specified integral cross sections and rate constants for v ≥ 3 vibrational states. However, the calculated rate constant for v = 2 significantly underestimates the experimental result. The possible cause for the disagreement is discussed in detail. For the Na(3P) + HF scattering, which can lead to the formation of either the ground state NaF + H product or Na(3S) + HF reactant via the harpooning process, the calculated result for the integral cross section shows excellent agreement with the available experimental result indicating the reasonable accuracy of the interstate coupling term of the employed PES.